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ABSTRACT  

In this paper we have discussed various techniques which can be used for pedestrian detection in automated traffic 

management systems. The various techniques which are discussed include, a complete bottom-up saliency model based 

on graph computations (contour saliency mapping), Graph Based Visual Saliency, including a frame-work for 

"activation"and "normalization/combination", Itti mapping. We have also compared Graph Based Visual Saliency 

against the Itti method comprehensively and listed their merits and demerits. 

Overall the research is carried out using MATLAB and Forward Looking Infrared Tools. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Development of Smart Traffic Lights (STL) for both efficient traffic management and pedestrian’s safety and 

convenience is most critical in realization of any smart city project. The timing of these STL is controlled 

dynamically on the basis of vehicular and pedestrian traffic. Many implementations of STL that makes use of 

color cameras and other sensors have been proposed. However, these are in the early stages of development 

and have severe performance issues under poor lighting and weather conditions. 

On the other hand, thermal imagers have been successfully used in surveillance applications and have given 

promising results both under poor lighting and weather conditions. With the decreasing cost of these imagers, 

their applications in different domains such as pedestrian detection have become possible. 

The aim of the paper is to explore the various techniques and algorithms which can be used for efficient 

pedestrian detection from the images captured by thermal cameras. 

 

2. CONTOUR SALIENCY MAPPING 

The method employs a mathematical approach to separate out the background from the foreground or the 

pedestrian by division of the body into smaller segments and then recombining those segments into firstly the 

broad segments and then into single segments for each pedestrian. The two algorithms which can be used to 

implement contour saliency mapping are Itti Mapping and GBVS. 

i. ITTI MAPPING 

Dai et al. presented an approach toward pedestrian detection and tracking from infrared imagery using joint 

shape and appearance cues [1]. A shape cue is first used to eliminate non-pedestrian moving objects and then 

an appearance cue helps to locate the exact position of pedestrians. Since the brightness is unreliable in the 

thermal infrared imagery, the proposed method first utilizes the contour saliency map and a segmentation 

method to detect candidate pedestrian regions. Then distances between random points on the thinned contour 

map of objects in the candidate regions are applied to acquire the SDH feature, which can precisely describe 
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the pedestrian shape. Finally, a robust MSRC classifier which has high accuracy is used to recognize the true 

pedestrians using the SDH feature. 

These methods select regions that are hotter than the background using the threshold [2]. It works in most 

ofthe time, especially at night and during the winter. However, these techniques are unable to detect 

pedestrians which are colder than the background, a situation that can happen in hot summer days.Although 

using adaptive thresholds may improve the performance [3], different from them, we adopt the contour 

saliency map to detect the contour boundary of objects, which is unaffected by temperature differences. 

A contour saliency map [4] of a thermal image represents the probability of each pixel belonging to the 

contour boundary of foreground objects. It only shows the gradients in the input image that are both strong 

and significantly different from the back- ground. Thus, false lines around the boundary of foreground objects 

can be removed successfully. After the contour saliency map has been obtained from the infrared image, we 

need to threshold the contour saliency map into a binary image to select the most salient contours. Then a 

mathematical morphology operator is employed to reduce the noise, and the foreground connected region is 

extracted and fitted with a rectangle bounding box. In the case of single pedestrian, this rectangle bounding 

box can be defined as the candidate region of the human body. 

Infrared images generally have noise and low brightness pixels. This may limit the effect of the segmentation 

of the human. Due to the pixels on the human body which have low contrast, a single pedestrian may 

sometimes be divided by several bounding boxes. 

To solve this issue, firstly, the bounding boxes whose weight center points have a close Euclidean distance is 

fused. The distance parameter is related to the size of the pedestrian in the image. It should be selected 

appropriately. If the parameter is too small, the divided people may not be fused to a single one, otherwise, 

close people may be fused incorrectly. The feature extraction is the core part of a pedestrian classification. 

The shape-based feature is more useful for pedestrian detection in infrared images since it usually provides 

more reliable information in the general case. In this work, a robust and efficient shape representation feature 

motivated by the work of Osada et al.[5] has been proposed. It shows excellent performance in graphic 

matching. The feature is simple and can effectively discriminate objects with different shapes. In addition, it 

has several desirable properties for the applications in this work. First, it yields in variance under motion and 

scale by using the distance histogram distribution. Second, it is robust to noise and blur since random 

sampling of it ensures that shape distributions are insensitive to small perturbations. Third, it is fast and 

efficient which can be used in real-time detection. 

ii.GBVS 

Most vertebrates, including humans, can move their eyes. They use this ability to sample in detail the most 

relevant features of a scene, while spending only limited processing resources elsewhere. The ability to 

predict, given an image (or video), where a human might fixate in a fixed-time free- viewing scenario has long 

been of interest in the vision community. Besides the purely scientific goal of understanding this remarkable 

behavior of humans, and animals in general, to consistently fixate on "important" information, there is 

tremendous engineering application, e.g. in compression and recognition [7]. The standard approaches (e.g., 

[1], [6]) are based on biologically motivated feature selection, followed by center-surround operations which 

highlight local gradients, and finally a combination step leading to a "master map". Recently, Bruce [4]and 

others [3]have hypothesized that fundamental quantities such as "self-information" and "surprise" are at the 

heart of saliency/attention. However, ultimately, Bruce computes a function which is additive in feature maps, 

with the main contribution materializing as a method of operating on a feature map in such a way to get an 

activation, or saliency, map. Itti and Baldi define "surprise" in general, but ultimately compute a saliency map 

in the classical [1] sense for each of a number of feature channels, then operate on these maps using another 

function aimed at highlighting local variation. By organizing the topology of these varied approaches, we can 

compare them more rigorously: i.e., not just end- to-end, but also piecewise, removing some uncertainty about 

the origin of observed performance differences. 
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Thus, the leading models of visual saliency may be organized into these three stages:  

(s1) EXTRACTION: extract feature vectors at locations over the image plane 

(s2) ACTIVATION: form an "activation map" (or maps) using the feature vectors  

(s3)NORMALIZATION/COMBINATION: normalize the activation map (or maps, followed by a 

combination of the maps into a single map) 

Given an image I, we wish to ultimately highlight a handful of 'significant' locations where the image is 

'informative' according to some criterion, e.g. human fixation. As previously explained, this process is 

conditioned on first computing feature maps (s1), e.g. by linear filtering followed by some elementary 

nonlinearity [8]. "Activation" (s2), "normalization and combination" (s3) steps follow as described below. 

a. Activation: Forming an Activation Map 

Suppose we are given a feature map1 M [n]2 --- R. Our goal is to compute an activation map A [n]2 --- R, 

such that, intuitively, locations (i,j) E [n]2 where I, or as a proxy, M(i, j), is somehow unusual in its 

neighbourhood will correspond to high values of activation A. 

b. Normalizing an Activation Map 

The aim of the "normalization" step of the algorithm is much less clear than that of the activation step. It is, 

however, critical and a rich area of study. Earlier, three separate approaches were mentioned as existing 

benchmarks, and also the recent work of Itti on surprise [3] comes into the saliency computation at this stage 

of the process (although it can also be applied to s2 as mentioned above). We shall state the goal of this step 

as: concentratingmassonactivationmaps. If mass is not concentrated on individual activation maps prior to 

additive combination, then the resulting master map may be too nearly uniform and hence uninformative. 

Although this may seem trivial, it is on some level the very soul of any saliency algorithm: concentrating 

activation into a few key locations. 

Armed with the mass-concentration definition, we propose another Markovian algorithm as follows: This 

time, we begin with an activation map4 A [n]2 --- R, which we wish to "normalize". We construct a graph GN 

withn2 nodes labelled within dices from [n]. 

Again, normalizing the weights of the outbound edges of each node to unity and treating the resulting graph as 

a Markov chain gives us the opportunity to compute the equilibrium distribution over the nodes 5. Mass will 

flow preferentially to those nodes with high activation. It is a mass concentration algorithm by construction, 

and also one which is parallelizable, as before, having the same natural advantages. Experimentally, it seems 

to behave very favorably compared to the standard approaches such as "DoG" and "NL". 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

Comparing GBVS and Itti Mapping, GBVS is better than Itti map because it filters out extra region which is 

being mapped by the Itti mapping, as shown by image 1. 

 

      Image 1 
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Two very trivial factors which greatly affect the measured prediction accuracy of saliency algorithms (up to 

30% improvement in some cases) are (1) level of final blur (for instance, the width of a Gaussian blur kernel 

applied to the master map), and (2) extent of center bias (for instance, a global center bias multiplicatively 

applied to the master map). So, inherent variability in these two contributed to the reported performance gain 

the NIPS 2006 paper. However, even after controlling for these, there is a performance difference between 

GBVS and Itti. For instance, on a database of 200 face images you will find 0.841 mean ROC for GBVS and 

0.812 mean ROC for Itti (NSS values 1.321 and 1.228 resp.) after optimizing for blur and center bias. Based 

on an inspection of many saliency maps, we believe that this remaining performance gain is due to long-range 

competition in the GBVS algorithm which is not captured accurately enough by the Itti algorithm.  

Also, Itti mapping cannot be termed as less useful than GBVS because in many cases Itti is able to identify 

regions in which humans were present but GBVS could not. These situations mainly include where humans 

were present at the corner of the image or size of the human is small because of the distance it is from the 

capturing device i.e the thermal camera as in image 2.  

 

      Image 2 

GBVS and Itti mapping are not full fledged algorithms and also have some limitations. They couldn't identify 

humans properly or they identify extra regions where humans were not present in some cases. These case 

mainly include where the surrounding temperature is very high and thus became comparable to human 

temperature and in some case even surrounding objects temperature exceed human temperature ( like metals 

or cars standing for a long time in direct sunlight or heat) and in these excess surrounding temperature 

condition the algorithms were not been able to identify any human beings as shown in image 3. 

 

      Image 3 
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